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ABSTRACT 

We consider the stochastic process representing 
the flow of traffic in a full availability group 
of telephone circuits, in the case of the lost 
call model. Recently obtained results in the 
case of the most general assumptions regarding 
the arrival process and the distribution of 
service times are briefly recalled. 

With the same degree of generality, the method 
is applied to the study of overflow traffic and 
the explicit congestion formulae determining 
this type of traffic are given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

At the last two International Teletraffic 
Congresses we have considered the flow o~ traf
fic in a simple full availability group of tele
phone circuits in the case of the lost call 
model with the most general assumptions regar
ding the arrival process and the distribution 
of holding times [51, [a1. This represents a 
basic problem whose solution is fundamental to 
the advancement of our knowledge in the field 
of teletraffic theory. 

We have shown that, from this solution, it is 
possible to deduce the rules governing the flow 
of traffic in networks, on making certain as
sumptions of symmetrical [5] or hierarchical [a] 
structure. 

However, the study of this problem can only 
advance slowly because of the extremely diffi
cult nature of the calculations involved. It is 
necessary ·m introduce an approriate method ~~m
bolism consisting in using stochastic :integrals which 
were originally introduced in this field of 
study by R. Fortet [21 . We have abandon.ed the 
usual methods of "markovizing" the processes 
since these are very unwieldY, requiring the 
resolution of rapidly complex systems of 
Kolmogorov equations. The symb0lism derives from 
the observation that, by means of a suitable 
orientation of the calculations, it is very 
easy to pass from the case of independent arri
vals to the case of dependence, even in the 
absence of stationarity assumptions. 

It was noted in [al that it was possible to 
express explicitly the congestion formulae of 
the process in the case of two circuits with t~e 
most general assumptions: cf. [7] . However, lt 
was also noted that the calculations for the 
case of an arbitrary number of circuits with 
ordered arrival processes were extraordinarily 
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complex. On the other hand, simple results were 
obtained in the case of general non-ordered 
arrival processes. 

It was in this way that we -. were able to devel~ 
a theory of pseudo-Poisson treffic in [7] andLaJ. 
This type of traffic is common in practice since 
a Poisson or pseudo-Poisson offered traffic 
leads to a pseudo-Poisson carried traffic and a 
pseudo-poisson overflow traffic. It follows that 
in the stationary regime, the probability dis
tribution of the number of busy circuits is ind~ 
pendent of the holding time distribution, if 
this distribution is the same for both the dire~ 
traffic and the overfl~traffic. It is thus 
possible to reduce the problem to the study to 
the study of the usual case of exponential hol
ding times. 

However, for ordered arrival processes (e.g. 
regenerative arrival processes), we were not 
able to give the explicit formulae of the solu
tion. It is the object of this paper to give 
these formulae, not only in the case of simple 
direct traffic, but also in the case of overflow 
traffic, for an arbitrary number of circuits. 

We will thus verify the results presented to the 
last ITC concerning, in particular, the indepen
dence of the circuit group occupancy distribu
tion in relation to the holding time distribu
tion for pseudo-Poisson traffic. The case of 
overflow traffic has in fact been challenged 
since the last Congress. We intend to remove all 
doubt as to the exactitude of these· results. 

First of all, we will consider the case of dire~ 
traffic whichms recently been the subject of an 
extensive study [9] . It is thought necessary, 
beforehand, to reintroduce the assumptions, 
notation and symbolism used. 

2. ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATION 

2.1. The circuit group consists of L circuits 
operated with full availability. Blocked calls 
are cleared and the call setting up time is 
assumed to be zero. In other words, the call is 
rejected at the arrival instant if the group is 
congested. 

The sy'stem is supposed empty at time zero. 

2.2. The arrival process 

The most general arrival process is assumed to 
be independent of the system state. The possi
bility of multiple arrivals at the same instant 
is excluded. The number of sources is therefore 
infinite. This process is defined by the random 
function N (t) ivin the number of ar.rivals in 
the interval (0, t 

This variable is completely determined by the 
jOint distribution function 

E f.t1N(~I.)'" dN(~_)l . 
where m is an arbltrary posltl~e lnteger. 
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This quantity measures the probabili·ty of an 
arrival in each of the elementary time intervals 
(ti,ti + dt) for i = 1, 2, ... , m. 

E is the expectation operator and the random 
function dN (ti) takes the value 1 or 0 according 
to wether there is an arrival in the interval 
(ti, ti + dt) or not. 

The (finite) arrival density at time t is : 

( 1 ) E I dN ( t) 1- = a ( t) 

2.3. Holding time distribution 

The random call holding times Tu may be mutually 
dependent. They may also depend on the arrival 
process and, in particular, on the arrival ins
tant u, i.e. Tu may depend on the past history 
of the system. We introduce the random function 
R(u, t) such that : 

(2) R (u,t) =(1 if u.:$t<u + Tu' 
lo if t<u or t~ u + Tu 

In other words, R (u, t) equals 1 if the call, 
starting at the epoch u, is still in progress 
at the epoch t and otherwise equals O. 

When the normally considered assumption of the 
non-dependence of Tu on the epoch u and the cther 
holding times is adopted here, it will be expli
citly mentioned. In this case we have, 

(3) E f R (u, t) J = 1 - Fl (t - u), 

where Fl (t) is the distribution of call holding 
times. With this independance assumption the 
mean holding time will be taken as the time
unit. We then have : 

(4) 11~ -F~(vJ] k- = 1-
o 

2.4. Stochastic integrals 

We introduce the function W (t) equal to 0 or 1 
according to wether the circuit group is conges
ted at time t, or not. 

Cons~der also, the random function Y (t) repre
sentlng the number of calls in progress at timet. 
This function is the sum of the calls which 
arrive in the interval (0, tJ, are served and 
are still in progress at time t. From an obser
vation and a notation due to R. Fortet [21 , we 
have the following stochastic relation (with pro
babilityone); 

(5) Y(f) =J~R(-4llt) W(",)dN{~J 
Note that 0 

(,) dN,,(t-) -W(~) J.N(t) 
is the arrival process of served calls. 

2.5. Specific circuits 

It is convenient to consider, in addition, the 
random function attached to the occupancy of 
specific circuits : 

(7) X(>'/~)= ~~ y(t-)[r(t-)-1] ... [y(l-)-~+1] ) 
with X(o, t) =#1 

In fs] , we have given the following stochastic 
relktlons (with probability one) : 

SX(O,t) ~~ 

(B) l~ (JJ,t)=';' 7fJ~:f. i~(-U4" t-) vv{~4·)dN(.tl,t.J 
We deduce [6] the following stochastic relation 
in which z is a certain variable such that /z/ 
is finite : L. " 

·(9) Ex/, (~y(t.))== E (e"-~) X(Y1C) 
1'':0 
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2.6. The state random function 

Lastly, we introduce the random function Z (j,t) 
which equals 1 or 0 according to whether or not 
the number of calls in progress at time t is 
equal to j. In other words: 

(10) {Z (j, t) = :J. i P y( t) = j / 
= 0 if y(tJ=t:j 

Clearly, we have L 

(1.1) Z. Z (i, t)= -1. I 

and the following tt~hastic relation holds 
(i2.) E.X/, (aY(1-)) = &, e i ,. zO,t) 
Comparison of (~ a~d (12) gives the stochastic 
relations : 

L. # 

(1.3) X(~ l-) = Z (j) z (" t-) 
.J=~ 

and the inverse relations : 

(!A) 2 (it)= i. (f) (-t.)JJ-i X(~ t) 
y=-j 

Note also the relation 
wet) = 1. - Z (L, /-) 

Z (L, t) is the random function interpreting the 
~ongestion of the circuit group and 

ldN (t). Z (L, t)l is the process of rejected 
calls. Finally, note that the probability of 
being in the state j at time t is : 

(J.b) :£ (j,l:-) == E fz 0, I:-)J 
Similarly, from (13) : L.. 

(1.7-) 5 (~t-J= E IX(~t-)1 = ? (; )fCJ~~ {J1=~~, .. ,~ 
J=~ 

is the binomial moment of the distribution 
P (j, t). 

We also have 

(1.8) ) 

3 - SYMBOLIC NOTATION 

In view of the great complexity of the formulae 
to be presented, we are obliged to introduce a 
certain symbolism. 

3.1. Symbolism 

We adopt the following notation, originally 
introduced in (7Jand then in[al : 

[&J tj -"'k] = 
00 l r;6 j.u~ 

(19) 2t-1.)'tt-J_R(~~l)dN (M~) R ('"2./-U~) d N~z,).,. 
'k::t 0.4( 0 

•.. / R~:~ I .u .... ) dN tu .. ) 
o 

(l:)t[9:~ ::]:[l(M~/t)dN(M') f- [M"M~;~~ 
By convention, let 

(21.) [a It i 'IT] ~ = i1.:: [e, t" '""'1.4-] 
with 
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where G (t) is a random function. We have there
fore, for exam~le : 

[ejt; 111 e 6-(11") = <Ut,,,' 

7T 1\1 s iE4"-11: (""" t )IN(''t, • .J CJa". '" 
(23) '~1 ( .. =1 J 

.. .J.;(::~~') ~ ... ,/)dN(M.,.)}. G (w) 

1r = 111..tM. ('"'1t,:1 )'" J -U1r/ N ) 

3.2. The case of independent holding times 
and arrivals 

As an example, consider what happens to this 
symbolism in the simplest case in which call 
holding times and arrivals are stochastically 
independent, i.e. the random functions Rand dN 
are independent. We then have a non-stationary 
Poisson traffic. Bearin~ in mind relations (1) 
and (4), expression (19) gives : 

E [ e / C j M.;n] = 
00 -)1._~(,B 

'~(-1.) J[1.-~ (t--u~)]a(-u~). 
L-...:. 0 (,-4l 1-

'tt.:~ J !1-F~.,{,,"~ --u.z,)] ct(-Uz.) d..uz... .... 
o 

4L'k-1 

ILt-~ (-'".--t - ~'K)] a (M-n)d.M..,.. 
o 

In expressions (21) and (23), the diverse random 
functions [8, t i '"11 . 1 are independent. Their 
product then gives,4place to the product of the 
expectations. Finally, expression (23) gives : 

E f [e, t- j '1T]1Y ~ G (-1T) } = 

IT. N f 2-1.f -l & -F,. (I: -«, ,,) }:u .u".) clu.., .. 
(25) ";::.1. 2~='1 0, 

}~t". ··fi;-::(~.·". _~(Ja(~.,.)du.,.J" , 
g 0 

~ (15) ) 

{ 
ff (1r) = E ! G-{1J)] . 

1J' -= ~ (M'H./~ ) ... ) -t.L'H.,N) 
with: 

In other words, the state probabilities (16) may 
be obtained on applying the expectation operator 
to the general case, i.e. on systematically mating 
the following substitutions in the stochastic 
relations : 

!
R(Mlt)~1.-F1. (t-«)) 

(2. ,) cl.. N{-«) ~ a (.-u) elM. } 
G- (1J) 7"! ( -rr) ==EG-( tU') , 

It is therefore apparent that there is a close 
connection between the general case and the case 
of non-stationary Poisson traffic. 

4 - DIRECT TRAFIC 

4.1. Non-stationary case 

This close connections was used in [9). to prove 
the following theorem : 

Theorem 1 

fIn the case of the most general assu~ptions regar-
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ding the flow of traffic in a full availability 
group of L circuits under the conditions of the 
lost call model and with the system empty at time 
zero, the solution of the process is given by 
the following stochastic expression in which use 
is made of the notation (~3) : L-J 

~ 7-) Z U
1 
t) = fl:, ;rT

] f -[I.-, t i V 1) 6 G(0.J 

for j = 0, 1, ... , L. 

The random function G{v) is such that G (o) = 1 
and is the solution of the stochastic integral 
equation : j L-j ' f{.S)!i. [~';rT] @-- [t,l.- j 1T]) } @ G(v)=1 

With this symbolism, the following convention is 
used in (28) : 
(2.~) -1. IfS> G('lT) -= G{t) 
In particular, expression (IS) becomes: 

(30) W(t)=t-2(L/l-) = 1. - ft/ '~i! V]L@ G(v) 

In the case L = I, it may be deduced from (28)~d 
(2~ that G{t) = 1. It is easily verified that 
ft, t;1T] is the random congestion function 
Z (l,t) for the case of a single circuit. 

Expression, (27) and (28) are very simple with the 
adopted symbolism. In fact; in the case of a 
giv~n ordered arrival process, the actual calcu
lations involved rapidly become very co~elex, 
even for a simple renewal process. In [7.) soction 8. 
the case of a two-circuit group has been consi
dered in this way, simply to demonstrate the 
enormous complexity of the blocking formula (80). 

The calculations are much simpler in the case of 
non-ordered arrivals. This is the case for non
stationary Poisson traffic, in particular. The 
state probabilities P (j, t) may then be deduced 
from (27) ans (28) on making the substitutions{2~. 
This is equivalent to using the notation (2S) ' 

Note that (28) derives from the normalizing 
condition (ll). In fact, equation (28) could have 
been derived by another method which it is useful 
to describe in view of the subsequent study of 
overflow traffic. Write expression (8) in the 

;:;m;. (V, 1:): J;J!(y., t )d ty (1j<)-.j~YY) f) d t{ (,p ). 

_0 0 

with: J-{r> ,l4 ." 'fly) 
. ~) Jo = 1. J ) ~ '1 I j 

(2)l :J(Yj y1. ... 'Jy) =- 'W(1'1.)" '~W('Jy) , 
The condition J o = 1 corresponds to the normali
zing condition~ Examination of the state change 
at the arrival of a call leads to equations (22) 
in [7]. In other words, for ~ = 1, 2, ... , L 
and ,#1. <::,,#2. < ... -< y~, we have : 

{
:r(o)==~ I 

(33) 7(Pi g~"·r.l~)'8=: j(Y-1; 1~"'~f)l~~~ 
~ R('"~ 'Up)d/i(-up)· •• f{(""L)1J1\dN(~~J" 

'i.-(P-1)7' ' ,. ) 
/.!' '.I. 0 0 

;["(1.,. ~'f'" 'ff ~-1 ) -Up H. -UL.) 
This stochastic relation signifies that J (v) 
keeps the value of J (~- 1) at the most recent 
arrival instant lj except if the circuit group 
is congested. THe righ-hand side then disappears. 
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Note that the term corresponding to 1 
to ::J(L; -,1.'" dl.) . 

L reduces 

Noting that X (L, t) 
and (27) : 

Z (L, t), we have by (20) 

substituting this expression into (34), letting 
the ~~tend to t and taking into account expres
sio~ (20), we find the following stochastic 

integ:al equatio;./or G ('IT) , 7 \ A ( 

{3b)J~ ~~~;;] (i-l!-IC; v~ J 1816-(17)=1 

This equation is identical to (28). However, the 
method by which it was obtained will be very 
useful in the study of overflow traffic. 

4.2. The case of ordered arrival processes 

We now consider a method for treating the case 
of ordered arrival processes. In expression (27), 
it is necessary to express products of functions 
ft, t ; un 1 . We derive here a recurrence rule 
which enables the expression of the product of · 
L functions to be deduced from that of the pro
duct of (L - 1) functions. In[9], we have given 
the following relation using the notation (2t): 

cuit. In other words, for a single circuit, 
this variable is equal to 1 or 0 according to 
whether or not the circuit is busy at an arbitra
ry instant, assuming that the stationary limit 
regime exists. 

Finally, theorem 1 enable$us to state a second 
theorem. 

Theorem 2 

With the assumptions of theorem 1 and in the case 
of the existence of the stationary limit process' 
we have for thjs limit p'rocess 

AJ L-J 
39) ~ (j) = -ry- (1..-A) . G 

J. / 

where the random variable G is such that : 

~O) £i ~; (1.-Arj j . (; = 1. . J. 
J=o 

A is the random congestion function Z (1) in the 
case of a single circuit. 

To calculate Aj note that it is necessary to 
expand the limit function of [t, t ; 'IT] and to 
derive the expansion of the products of this 
function. The calculations are therefore very 
complex. 

We recall that the case of non-ordered arrival 
processes leads to much simpler calculations: . 
e.g. the theory of pseudo-Poisson traffic in[7], 
section 11. 

As a check, consider the usual case of stationary 
Poisson traffic. 

/1: L'/4-J" -/1· ~/ / ~ ~ 
tr L. re- t . . -lA. .] = Jr L re C".:' v]= The arr~al den~Si~y a is then conflst~t. We have : 

~ 1.(:~A-1 )(T('t~A~j ,,-~,:])OP[1J;.,tijW.]) EfA]='{;;1f t)"- ,,[t-F.(-U-L)]a k, ---,,'f}-F.(<l,,)]adu .. 

(31) ~ ).:1-f( ~:,:~1 ]) ~ Iv:. 1<1. W -l. i:~~nfoa~count Of
oo

(4), this expression is equiva-

181 ( \.lr.i~1LW< J -«J,. j 1A.i,2. ~@eTtJ t; 'JIf (!t1..) E fA J = .6 .. t-1.J"-1a '" = 1..+""-;. i 

f(i L-~E ]0 ~ f: j h' . h . d ••• @ 7f. 'tIT a. . -u. @ 1.- ~ 1A.T .2CF if a c::: 1. In t ese cond~ t~ons, t e var~ous ran om 
..)::1 A-1. I .), ~-1 } ", A I .'-tJ).. variables A are mutually. independent and expres-

. sion (39) gives :~J L-j 
We have used the following notation. The tj ~ (1. ) 
consist of the tj with the exception of ti . We . l.+a __ _ 
have written , ~Z(j) 2. _ j 1 1..+ Cl 

{ 
":\=--.... (M.,~i",)-U' .• /A) P(J)=E2 J- L ~f L-i 

-w;: = 'lJ=-~ (M1.'" -«t-) ;[ ~~~ {-~:~ i 
It will be appreciated that the calculations are <::0 l. 
of a huge complexity if the expression (37) is Multiplying the numerator and the denominator by 
applied to the case of an ordered arrival process, (1 + a)L leads to the cl~ssical Erlang formulae: 
even in the simple case of a renewal process. aJ 

4.3. The case of the stationary limit process 

By theorem 1, the solution of the stationary limit 
process (if it exists) may easily be deduced. 

The random function G (t) becomes a random varia- ' 
ble G which is independent of time. G is then 
given by the almost certain limit solution of the 
stochastic integral equation (28), when t tends 
to infinity. 

A is the random variable of congestion Z (1) at 
an arbitrary instant in the case of a single cir-
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P(j) = L. T! . 
at 

~7T 
(42) 

We have thus demonstrated that the Erlang formula 
is independent of the distribution of call holding 
times. 

Concerning the restriction on the convergence of 
the series (41), it may be noted that the func
tion et, t ;v] still exists as the solution of a 
stochastic integral equation. 

However, this does not necessarily lead to the 
convergence of the series expansion of E [t, ti1r]. 

Lastly, we deduce the following stochastic rela
tion from (39): 

~3) i (i-A) z (J) = A z (J-~) 
This is a generalization of the well-known princi
ple of statistical equilibrium in the case of 
Poisson traffic : 
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5 - OVERFLOW TRAFFIC 

The simplicity of the results which have been 
derived in the case of a single direct traffic 
in the most general conditions using a certain 
symbolism leads us to examine now the more comp~ 
case of overflow traffic. It is assumed in what 
follows that the holding time is ~ndependent of 
whether a call overflows or not. 

At the last ITC [8], this type of traffic was 
considered simply as the stochastic difference of 
two direct traffics and this enabled the deduc
tion, without calculation, of certain properties. 
In the present paper, we enter into greater d~ilJ 
deriving the explicit formulae which define this 
traffic while still maintaining the most general 
assumptions regarding the nature of the offered 
process. 

5.1. Equations of the process 

It is supposed that the traffic of the arrival 
process dN (t), offered to the first choice group 
of L circuits, only overflows if this primary 
group is congested. For the sake of simplicity, 
it will be assumed that the number of overflow 
circuits is infinite. The derived properties of 
overflow traffic may then be used to treat the 
case of an overflow group of arbitrary size by 
theorem 1 above, even if there is a combination 
of several overflow traffics. . 

The system is supposed empty at time zero. 

It is convenient to consider the state (k, fl ) 
corresponding to k calls in progress in the 
first choice circuit group and tt specific over
£low circ-uits busy, at an arbitrary instant. In 
other words, expressions (8) and (10) lead us to 
consider the random function: Zl (k, t).X2(~/~). 

The indices 1 and 2 correspond to the 
first choice group and the overflow group, 
respectively. 

For k <= L, it is necessary to distinguish those 
calls on the first choice group which began after 
the most recent overflow instant. However, this 
is no longer necessary for k = L. In this case, 
we have : 

By analogy with (31) we will write 

X 1. (PI t-). X z. (Ii J t-) = 
f). ~ (1T. ~ f:('~~ t)d N (-fjiJ). 
,,5) Y. \' ~:: 1 

o 

j., (J[t< r; M ) t-) dlf{'}~.). H (jJj J." '!i" / f-{,~,}~ 1 
tt· ~' \J=~J~ 1 :; 

In this expression, all the elements correspon
ding to the same indistinguishable group of sta
tes may be considered together and we will write 
symmetrically, (~~ .. . :J J1 + If J ' grouping the 7 i 
and the yj. 

We write : __ _ 

(q.6) j(Y,f< i " ... ·1jY+f) 2 H{~' 'j~'}vIf-iq~"l1 
the summation being taken over all these groups 
relative to a same indistinguishable group of 
states. The function J is symmetric with respect 
to the variables y. 

Expression (45) may then be written in a more 
symmetrical way 

X t (Y, t-J. X 2. (If / f) = 
(4'7) 1'1 ~ (77;::I<[f{li) t)dfY(~·V· 

:r (11/ /:l j if1. '" ~y+t4 ) 

In the case of the state (L,lt), there is total 
congestion on the (L ' + t:t) considered circuits : 
L first choice and # overflow. Now, the general 
expression for Xl rL, t) (i. e. Z1. (L, t~ is 
known since the stochastic behaviour of the first 
choice group is independent of the overfl~/~~he 
expression (35) therefore applies and because 
of symmetry, the following expression may be 
deduced from (46) when Y = L ; 

:r (l/ Y j "t .. · ~ l.+fl) =-
~3) f 1[::[< (t -['#iJ l.' j v-J)} ® ~ (17) 

where the random function G
tc 

(uj depends on I!
(and L). 

To derive the functions J (y) ~ j "~"~.,t,.}hiCh occur 
in (47), we will generalize the equations (33). 
Firstly, we distinguish the individual Yi in 
~onsideri~g the function H (Yj ~'f.'" 'fI)J I tJ.; }i , .. ", I) 
~n (45) w~th : / I tf~/ 
>1J~ CC "J2. < ... ~ 'TJr) 1J ~ <: "32. <,~ --<:1f~' 

Two cases must be considered. If ~"" >~tt, the 
last arrival (the most recent) is carried by the 
first choice group. This corresponds to the case 
of equation (33), which may be applied directly 
giving : 

H(Y; ~1"'1J~ If! i Ji· .. ~~)= A (Y/ 1t'" (y If- j 1~"1:)1 
~2{th : I J 

A(Ij· ~1"'ifY J If- j ~~ ", it )=H{f-1j g11"~Y-1Ifj 1J1.II'J~) 

_ 1.} ' ~~J'J"JY)dN(,"}J) .. jl~LJ'{f" )"NfaL). 
(5~ B--(Y-1)]f 0 0 

H (Lj ~~ ... ~I'-~ J Mp",~,- IL,[j ~~,, · ~t) 

It isnacessary to write that the fjrst choice 
group is congested at the epoch ~~ . 

We now perform the summation (46) on these equa
tions. In the indistinguishable group (";11. ... 1JP +J.J) 
there are ("':1:') combinations contain~ng )f'terms 
'lJi and If terms "V J. . In other words, 
71(~i 14'" fJJlej ~~ ... ,,/'" ) (~+tt) will be replaced by: 

. ~ /:T(P1# i '1 ..... · "~+f') 
In expression (49), the greatest term ~i ~s fixed 
anC\ corresponds .. to a Yi relative t,o the first 
choice group. We have finally a term of the form: 

(;1. +13) A (v-1.. / tL j -1J:t. '" Y"'+t:t-) 
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Similarly, in expression (51), the greatest term 
'i (which is fixed) corresponds to a]i relative 
to the overflow group. We then have a term of 
the form : 

C:'~;). B (>'d-:t. j :J~ '" "JNl' ) 
Finally, we derive the following system of equa
tions which define the functions J in which it 
is supposed that rJJ+fi =~('1.". :J y + y ) 

a) if Y = 0 : 

:r(OI!:<j lI1."'''j~)= 

Lt J r,;.~~1.J 1fl)d N(~~) •.• jl(.uL '1l4 )dN (MI..) 
(53) • ~r 0 I 

.r(L, (:l-1 ; .f.l1·" '"'-/ 111.'" "Jt<-~ ) 

b) if)J= 1, 2, ... , L : 

(~If) . :r (YJ If j "at'" 1Jy + tt) = 
~~) (Y~1.+t< ). A (y-t, /:' i Y 1 - .• ! y+~) 

+ (~~~-~). B (JJ/ tt-:1. i d1. 'I' "jY+f-) 

Adding equations (53) and (54) for y= O,t.J"'/~ 
we find the expression for r(Y1 J ~ j d'f.· .. 1jJJ~~l:')' ) 

In particular, for Y-£ = L, we deduce the follo
wing stochastic relation : 

{51-} Cf- (tj1.'" 1jL+t<)= CI!-:Z (1J~'1' ~LI-I:t-:J..) 
writing : 

L 

(5a) CL' &1'" YUI' )=L (~f-)13(A/f<; 'i1''''JA+L'+~ 
"\=0 

For A = L, the term with index ~ reduces to 

( '; tt ) . J (L / If- j V1.·.. ~ £ I-t< ) 
Step by step, the relations (57) give 

et:- ('J 1. '", ~ L+e<-) = C 1::'- ~ (~:L ... '1 L+I!---2.) 

= ... . ~ Co (rra1. '" 1jL) 
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NOW, forft= 0, the .equation (57) reduces to 
equation (34). We have, therefore : 

Finally, we have the stochastic relation which 
generalizes the relation applicable to direct 
traffic (34) : 

("g) Cf- (~1.'" ~L+(:<) = -1 

Using the same method by which (36) was derived 
from (34), substitute (48) in (59) and let the 
Yi tend to t, taking relation (20) into account. 
~fter some manipulation we find the stochastic 
integral equation for t~e random function ~ (v;): 

5" 1- (A+8) [~f Cl -v]~- t;..-g /:. tJJ)A+tt"( 
l f;-;, f- (L-A)! ,"'" 1 I 'J 5 

For If = 0, this equation reduces, as it should, 
to equation (36) for direct traffic. Relations 
(47) for V= L, (48) and (60) give the solution 
of the process. 

5.2. Solution of the overflow process 

Expressions (47) for Y= L , and (48) give, on 
taking into account relation (20) and the 
symbolic notation (23) : 

Z:t. (LI t) .X2. (t:<,t-)= 

(bi) [[1:-1 Ci '1f] I.. [t, Cl trJ~) ® G (v-) 
Lt /:-! ~ 

Further, from (47) : 

X2. (I:<, t)=X'1 (01 t). X2. (I;<-/t) = 

-±, (TT Y r;(1J~" t)dtY{1J~~ ). J (0/ f- j ot .. , ~ t!- ) 
t!-. \ I~~~ {" '/ 
This may be expressed alternatively as : 

X 2. (~/ t) == ! tt- 1 r; ~ ~ ) 

1
1:- t7[- j"R.('<'It-)dN(~<) 

R{;jy,t)c1.N{1J(:<)' ~_1. 0 )/ • 

o (fL-~ . 
.:r (0, I:!- i lj1.' .. ;} t<- ) 

with '1J f4 :: /)MaIX (-~,f. '" ;J ~ ) 
Taking into account relations (20) and (53) and 
letting ~=~~, we deduce the expression: 

(b 2.) X 2... (I:< / t) == _ :2-

(l(<< t-)d IY{-«} fLM,-«; ~ J L [-<1.,1:-; v]ft l 7 @ Go -1(0) 
J; f '( L! (~-'1.) t J I!-

Ex~ressions (61) and (62) completely define the 
properties of overflow traffic. We can now state 
the following theorem and corollary : 

Theorem 3 

vlith the general assumptions of theorem 1, the 
system being empty at time zero and the traffic 
being able to overflow on to an infinite group 
of circuits when the first choice group is 
congested, the solution of the process is given 
by the following stochastic expression in which 
use is made of the notation (23) 

2:1. (L1 t-). X2. (~I t) = 
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for If= 0, 1, ..• 

The random function Get (u) is such that Gt«O)=1. 
and is given by the solution of the stochastic 
in.t.~ral equation : L-"\ . ).. +tt 
}L (A+e-)£.C/t";1rJ ti- Lc,tj ll]) ] 
l )~" I!-- (,--A)! ," 

The convention (29) is still understood. The 
overflow traffic alone is defined by the follo
wing corollary. 

Corollary 1 

Under the assumptions of theorem 3, the overflow 
traffic alone is defined by the following 
stochastic expression : 

(65) X2. (If, c)= 

l:C""t),l1Y(4)-{[-u.':-rrl L 

for f-= 1, 2, ... 

Note the simplicity of all these expressions 
which results from the symbolism used. 

5.3. The case of the stationary limit process 

In the same way that we passed from theorem 1 to 
theorem 2 and with the same notation, we can now 
state a further theorem which follows on from 
theorem 3. We adopt the notation 

! Z~ (L) = L~ (a..e.) Z~ ('-I C) 
t~~ 

_ X 2... (I:-) = L~ (Cl. c.) X 2 (t< It-) 
1:--. CXJ 

Theorem 4 

With the assumptions of theorem 3, the notations 
of theorem 2 and in the case where the stationa

-ry limit process exists, we have for the limit 
overflow process : 

A L A et 
66) Zt(L) X ".(t<) = Lt . /:,,-1 . Gt<) (f<=~?') 

where the random variable Gt'iS such that 

(b~\ Sf ()".J.tL) . A L-A (1.._A)A+fj. G=1.. ') l~o f- (L-A)! y. 

The limit of expression (65) is more complex 
because of the expression [u, t ; 'IT] . 

As an example we apply these results to the case 
of Poisson-offered traffic. 

5.4. The case of Poisson-offered tr~ffic 

It is supposed that the traffic offered to the 
first choice circuit group is stationary and 
Poisson and that the holding time distribution 
is arbitrary. The arrival density a is therefore 
constant. Let : 

1
.4 (L, y) = E {Z1.{L).Xz.. (I:!-)} J 

('8) .J(Y) =EjX2JY)} 

Since the functions Et, t ;V-Jare mutually 
independent, the application of the expectation 
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operator to the product of these functions leads, 
in the limit, to the product of quantities 

a 

) 

1 + a 

according to expression (41) 

Expressions (66) and (67) give : 

(k) l. (~) e-

Lf y! 
-<1 (L 1ft) = -L----(-a--)-=-L--.,;(----A+,-tL 

L (~e-) ~(:-A)! ~:~;l (69) 

A:c 
Multiplying numerator and denominator by (1+a)L+~ 
then gives 

at.. aft 
L! /:f-! 

-<1 ( L / I!-) = -L------t..---A-

('70) ~ .. ( "\~t<- ) . a L c- ) (L-A)! 
;>.. ==0 

For the application of expression (65) we note 
the following limit for fixed (t - u) : 

L~ £(&1 tj 'IT] (==-~ .fr:·::F(Wj]k:r 
4~OO J ~+a L" 

-t--u. 
Because of relation (4), expression (65) leads, 
in the limit, to the relation : 

(71.) 

Expressions (70) and (71) correspond to the 
long-known formulae (33a) and (41a) in [3], page 
4tr. 

By means of a straightforward transformation, 
(70) may also be written : 

(72) 
i 

~ (L) f:<-)=- -L ------

~ CL) (~+t!-)! 
LA' a A+f-
)1.=0 

This is none other than the formula (Ill, 7, 20) 
given in [4]. 

However, these results had, until now, only been 
derived in the case of exponentially distribu~ 
ted holding times. We have shown here that they 
are in fact satisfied for an arbitrary distribu
tion of holding times, on condition that this 
distribution is the same in both types of traf
fic (direct and overflow). This confirms the 
statements made at the last ITC [sl. 
6. CONCLUSION 

It has been demonstrated how the method of sto
chastic integrals, combined with an appropriate 
symbolism, enables an elegant treatment of lost 
call telephone traffic under the most general 
a~sumptions. This method is successful, not only 
in the case of a single direct offered traffic, 
but also in the treatment of hierarchical net
works in which the derived properties of over
floW traffic may be applied. 

We note lastly that these results also enable 
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the treatment of certain complex but ~ymmetrical networks: 
cf. [5], section 5, theorem 5 and formula (152). This 
is usually the case with the link systems used in tele
phone switching centres. 
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